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Testing the Largest Hoist 
Some very interesting tests were made last winter on the electrical equip- 

ment for the largest mine hoist ever built. ‘The large motor (at the right of 
the picture) is to be direct connected to. the hoisting drum and must be revers- 
ible. Current for this motor is furnished by the motor-generator set, and 
the motor is controlled and reversed by controlling the field current of the 
generator. 

The heavy fly wheel on the motor-generator set compensates for the peak 
loads of the hoist. Its action is controlled by the automatic regulator which 
consists of a motor operated water rheostat connected in the secondary of the 
induction motor driving the set. As the load increases, the resistance of the 
water rheostat is increased. ‘This allows greater slip in the induction motor so 
that the fly wheel carries the overload. 

All these tests were made by student engineers. The Student, Engincers 
Course of the General Electric Company offers .an excellent opportunity for the 
engineering graduate to secure practical experience. See future issues of this 
publication for further information. 

General Electric Company 
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World 

General Office, Schenectady, N. Y. Sales Offices in fifty-four cities 
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SAVE 20% 
On Your Books and Supplies 

By Joining 

The Co-op 
The store owned and operated by students 

| We solicit your mail orders 

THE Co-op 
R. E. BOLTE, Mgr. 

508 State St. Madison, Wis. 

The name to remember when you order 

A WIRE ROPE 

Why? Because it has stood for the best 
in materials and workmanship since 
wire rope was first used in America 

John A. Roebling’s Sons Co. 

Trenton, N. J. 

Chicago Branch: 171-173 Lake Street 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Engine- Driven Alternators Steam Engines 

Ray Consolidated Copper Co. Hayden, Arizona Gas Engines 

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Company Hydraulic Turbines 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN Steam Turbines 

Builders of complete Power and Electrical Equipment Crushers 

cee a a a Cheluse Lid Terese, Ontaie Cone Pumps 
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: H. I. Keen, 732 Salisbury House, London Flour Mills 
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Just Before Retiring 
Drink a cup of Hot Malted Milk, prepared by simply 
stirring two heaping tablespoonfuls of Horlick’s Malted 
Milk in a cup of hot water. 
It induces sound refreshing sleep, so restful after physical 
or mental effort. 

It’s Delicious, Invigorating, Nourishing 

Easily Prepared—Easily Digested y P Y g 

At all fountains, or get a package from your druggist and 

prepare it yourself for use at any time when you need a 
convenient, nourishing lunch. 

Insist upon Original—Genuine 
sory ‘ 

Horlick’s Malted Milk 
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Continuous Joint Weber Joint Wolhaupter Joint 
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The success of these wheels in the various kinds of grinding tends to prove that they come nearer the maximum 

both in long life and fast-cutting quality—maximum efficiency—than any other grinding whee!s. 
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ANDRAE, THE ENGINEER’S MART 
For fifty-three years Andrae has been the one dependable spot for engi- 

neers to rely on for their 

Electrical Construction Materials 
No matter what it is you want—anything from an esti- 

mate to 10,000 feet of cable, you can depend on prompt- 
y ness and despatch. 
e\ Send for our catalog and try us on your next installation 
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A Julius Andrae & Sons Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Mechanical Drawing Instruments 
Richters—Dietzgen Instruments 

Send for our complete drawing instrument catalogue 

Ph. Gross Hardware Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

When you are in need of Photographic 
services of any nature, we will apprecl- 

ate your patronage. 

521 State Street (Up-stairs) 

W. L. Mc Killop, Mer. 

Commercial Work Amateur Finishing 
Flash Lights Enlarging 
Groups Lantern Slides 
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Dodo and Foso 

For prompt service in Cleaning, Press- 
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Phone 365 Phone 
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Every Page of Practical Engineer 
is Educational 

Those interested in power plant engineering will find 
Practical Engineer of extreme value. 

It publishes detailed, illustrated articles on the latest 

improvements in power plant engineering work. They are 

technical articles in understandable language on Power 

Plants, Central Heating Plants, Heating and Ventilating, 

Refrigeration and Cold Storage, etc. 
Practical Engineer contains more valuable features than 

any other magazine in the power plant field, more than 1200 

pages of knowledge that is essential to your success. 

Send a $1.00 bill with your name and address for a 

year’s subscription of 24 issues. 
Sample copy upon request 

537 South Dearborn Street 

ed 
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Economy is the Sav ing of Unnec- 

essary Expense 

The importance of Northwestern dividends is well shown by the 
10 Payment Life Policy, which is identical with the 20 Pay Life and 
the Ordinary Life except in number of premium payments. 

Face of policy (amount of insurance) $1,000 Age 22 

Annual Premium $47.69 Policy year Dividend Net Cost 
Dec ec e eee eee $6.03 $41.66 
2 soma omer soe ¢ YOR EY UE BAZ eeE azaus GID2 41.17 
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WO occ eee eee eee eee 11.06 36.63 

Total amount deposited with Company......$392.60 

At end of ten years premium payments cease, dividends con- 
tinue, and the insurance remains in force. 

3 The figures furnished by the Company for the first six years in this 
illustration represent the dividends payable in 1914 on policies issued since 
January 1, 1908 (when its present premium rates were adopted), and those 
for later policy years the dividends that will thereafter be paid, provided 
the same dividend basis remains in effect. 

Any change in the dividend basis will necessarily change the amounts 
of future dividends. The following figures therefore must not be considered 
as promises or estimates of future results. Their purpose is only to show 
the dividends the Company is now paying or such as it will pay if its present 
dividend basis be continued. 

If You Want Northwestern Dividends You Must Buy. 

Northwestern Policies 

Send the coupon for further University Agency 
. . Pearson Bldg., 

information to Please send me information regarding 
Northwestern insurance. 

J. P. Davies, Manager, or Na scsi cimenseey meIe EERE 

Call No. 4831 | Address “vv 
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A NEW FORM OF PIEZOMETER AND ITS APPLICATION 

TO EXPERIMENTS ON SUBMERGED WEIRS. 

CrLeMENT T, WIskociL 

Research Assistant in Hydraulic Engineering, University of Wisconsin. 

The measuring weir must be used under conditions commonly 

known as free-fall, or free discharge, in order to make the usual 

coefficients applicable. In the case of free-fall, atmospheric pres- 

sure completely surrounds the nappe or overfalling vein of water 

and the experimenter is not concerned with the conditions exist- 

ing in the pool below the weir. But when the level of the water 

in the lower pool rises above the elevation of the crest, it results 

in a condition known as submergence. The flow is then affected 

and the problem becomes a study of the effect of submergence 

on the discharge. The most important factor in its solution is 

the determination of the amount of submergence. This quantity 

is denoted by h in Fig. 1, which shows the characteristic form 

of the water surface at a submerged sharp-crested weir. Imme- 

diately below the weir is a standing wave with the crest at ‘‘b.’’ 

Downstream from this point a peculiar wave action predominates 

and causes a turbulent surface condition, while still farther 

downstream the surface is smooth and the flow is apparently 

normal. 

After a careful study of the peculiarities in the flow, the ex- 

perimenter is at a loss to know where the depth of submergence 

should be measured. But the question—How should it be meas-
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ured ?—must necessarily be answered first. Could ordinary 
methods be used to measure the head in such turbulent water? 
If it was a laboratory investigation and the standard method of 

a flush piezometer opening connected to a still basin was to be 

used, a region of steady flow would have to be selected. This 

condition seems to exist at the point ‘‘a’’ but there is no avail- 

able data to indicate that a determination of the head made at 

this point would represent the effective depth of submergence. 

The measurement could be taken at ‘‘b,’’ although conditions are 

not as steady as they seem to be at ‘‘a.’? Or the uncertainty 

of using locations ‘‘a’’ or ‘‘b,’’ as well as the rough water below 

z al bi e 

athe eee | 

2 ee 

Direction of Flow 

Fig.| Submerged Sharp-crested Weir. 

“*b,’”’ could be avoided by making the determination at ‘‘e.’? But 
there would still be some question as to whether the elevation of 
the water surface at ‘‘e’’? would be the same as the effective 
depth of submergence; and if not whether any fixed relation ex- 
isted between them under varying conditions. Now, supposing 
determinations made at one of these suggested points and some 

other point was later found to be correct, in what way could 

the data be corrected ? 

Probably some more practical method of measuring the head 
could be used, but the question of location would still be im- 
portant. It is the purpose of this article to briefly describe a 
satisfactory method of measuring the submergence and the re- 

1¥For a practical illustration see cut on page 584, “Water Power En- 
gineering” by D. W. Mead. The dam is under flood flow and although 
the downstream water is below the elevation of the crest, the form of 
the water surface would not be appreciably altered until the submer- 
gence exceeded 90 per cent.
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sults of some experiments made to determine the point at which 

to measure the effective downstream head, in the particular case 

of a contracted sharp-crested weir. 

Since 1907 the flow of water over submerged weirs has been 

investigated at the Hydraulie laboratory of the University of 

Wisconsin. The experiments were made on sharp-crested con- 

tracted weirs, which are weirs having a length of crest less than 

the width of channel in which they are placed. <A large wooden 

tank located in the main floor of the laboratory was used for the 

experimental channel, and the submerged weirs were set as 

shown in Figure 2. Throughout the entire investigation the con- 

ditions below the submerged weir were unusual. This was prob- 

ably due to the short length of the lower channel. However, it is 

possible that the peculiarities noted are characteristic of a con- 

tracted weir, due to the increased velocity at the reduced section. 

The actual maximum velocity of flow in the upper channel of 

0.19 feet per second was increased to 3.10 feet per second at the 

weir. But for any flow used, the velocity of the water issuing 

from the weir was greater than that in the lower pool and thus 

formed a series of standing waves in the center of the channel. 

| The manner in which the short length of channel affected the 

flow was very apparent. The lower end of the weir tank re- 

flected part or the water, which still had considerable velocity 

in the center of the channel, and formed strong eddy and cross 

eurrents. This latter cause probably had more effect in produe- 

ing the continually fluctuating water surface below the weir 

than any other influencing factors which were not so evident. 

The flow at all times was undoubtedly worse than would be en- 

countered with a weir placed in a natural stream. 

Nevertheless the submergence had to be measured. Some of 

the first experimenters attempted to us a piezometer with a flush 

opening such as was successfully used to measure the head H 

above the weir, where the flow was steady and uniform after 

passing through the baffles and the stream lines were normal to 

the plane of the opening. But when this piezometer was placed 

below the weir the cross currents entered the piezometer open- 

ing and affected the height of the water in still basin. There- 

fore various methods were devised to protect the opening but 

\
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none were found very effective, and when the results of the ex- 

periments were correlated, they showed marked inconsistencies. 

At this point the problem was taken up by the writer. The 

piezometer openings used by previous experimenters were fixed 

in the side of the weir tank. It was therefore decided to use 

an opening which could be placed in any part of the stream and 

yet not to be affected by the velocity of the water or the trou- 

blesome cross currents. The apparatus shown in Fig. 8 was de- 
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Fig. 3. 

signed, using Nipher’s? idea of producing parallel lines of flow 

normal to the piezometer opening, and thus conforming to the 

requirements of a standard flush piezometer, according to Mr. 

Mills.* The plates were 1/8” brass disks, while the screen was 

galvanized iron with 8 mesh to the inch. <A non-collapsible hose 

was used to connect the piezometer opening, which was in one 

of the disks, to an ordinary still basin where the height of the 

water was measured by a hook gauge. 

The apparatus was not calibrated under special conditions due 

to lack of time, but it was decided to use the instrument as orig- 

2 Proceedings American Philosophical Society, Vol. XLV (1906), “The 

Elimination of Velocity Effects in Measuring Pressures in a Fluid 

Stream”, by Francis E. Nipher. 

3 Proceedings American Academy of Arts and Sciences Vol. XIV 

(1878), page 26, “Experiment upon Piezometers used in Hydraulic In- 

vestigations”, by Hiram E. Mills. 

| 

| 
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inally designed, and if the coefficients for the weir obtained were 
consistent, the design would be considered satisfactory. 

The study of locating the piezometer opening was begun by 
placing it in the center of the channel at the point ‘‘a’’ in the 
first trough. Later it was moved to the point of the first crest 
““b.”? However, both of these positions were found unsatisfac- 
tory. The values of the coefficients were plotted, but the points 
were very eratic. This clearly indicated that the submergence 
could not be measured at either of these places. The depth of 
the trough and the corresponding height of the following crest 
varied with the head on the weir and the depth of submergence. 
This probably accounted for the discrepancy in the coefficient 
curve. The downstream point ‘‘c’’ was tried, but the results, 
when plotted, were no better than when the piezometer was at 
“a” or “b,’’ This was undoubtedly due to the short length of 
channel below the weir and in the case of a longer tank the loca- 
tion of the point ‘‘e’’ could be moved farther downstream and 
the results might be found to be more consistent. 

After this, positions in the center of the stream were aban- 

doned, and the piezometer opening was taken out of the region 
of high velocities and placed in positions along the side of the 
weir tank. This change resulted in a slight improvement of the 

coefficient curve. Finally the piezometer opening was placed 

just below the weir, and between the side of the tank and the 
stream issuing from the weir. This is a region of back water 

and the surface is comparatively quiet. .A number of trial ex- 

periments were run, and the results proved very satisfactory. 

This position was then used and several series of experiments 

were made by varying the submergence and accurately measur- 

ing the discharge. 

A simple formula containing a factor dependent upon the 

ratio £ and which could be theoretically derived, with certain 

necessary assumptions, was desired. This lead to the selection of 

a modified form of Herschel’s formula.t| The formula, as used, 

was Q=3.142 L (NH)**. The coefficient N was computed and 

plotted against values of submergence. An average curve was 

4 Transactions American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. XIV (1885) 

P. 189, “The Problem of the Submerged Weir”, by Clemens Herschel.
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drawn through the experimental points which were too numerous 

toshow. [Fig.4.] From the fact that the maximum variation in 

the coefficient N, from the curve, which represented the average 

valve, was 0.005 under a range of heads from 0.2 to 0.98 feet, it 

is certain that the piezometer opening was located at a point in 
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Fig. 4. 

the stream which was indicative of the effective elevation of the 

water surface on the downstream side of the weir. The maxi- 

mum error to be expected in computing the discharge of the 

same weir by the use of the coefficient N (as determined from 

the curve) is 0.73%, provided, of course, that the conditions are 

within the limits of the experiment. 

The data taken at the points ‘‘a,’’ ‘‘b,’’ and ‘‘c,’’ was not suf- 

ficient to justify any statement as to the correction that would 

| 

| 

‘ 
| |
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have to be applied to the coefficient as obtained at these points 

in order to use them in computing the discharge of the weir. 

The piezometer opening is at present being calibrated by com- 

paring it to a standard flush piezometer opening, in a channel 

with a uniform flow under a range of velocities. It will later 

be used in connection with experiments on a suppressed weir 

(which is a weir with a length of crest equal to the width of 

channel) under various conditions of submergence. Here again 

the problem will be to determine the position of the piezometer 

to give uniform results. The question of the effective height of 

the water below the weir will probably be more complicated than 

in the case of the contracted weir. 

It seems possible that the form of piezometer opening here 

described could be adapted to conditions of actual practice. It 

would then furnish a means of observing the downstream head 

on a submerged dam, and thus increase the usefulness of the 

dam or weir as a measuring device. 

In adapting the piezometer to practical conditions, as just 

suggested, large possibilities for its use are insured, providing 

the coefficients for various types of dams are extended to include 

conditions of submerged flow. If the capabilities of this appa- 

ratus had been generally known at the time of the recent floods 

in the Ohio Valley, much valuable information could have been 

secured by its use. The records obtained would have added ma- 

terially to the available run-off data, and such data could have 

been used to great advantage in the design of future flood pro- 

tection works.
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A TURBO-GENERATOR FOR SHIPBOARD USE. 

Prepared from a paper submitted by Frank E. Fisuer, electrical de- 

signing engineer for the Diehl Mfg. Co. 

Apparatus for use on shipboard in general and for use on 
United States war vessels in particular must be light in weight, 

compact in design, sturdy in construction, high in efficiency and 

capable of withstanding sudden and severe overloads. 
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Fig, 1. 

In choosing a generating unit for this service, turbine drive 
offers many advantages, and in most instances is adopted. The 
high turbine speed reduces the size of the generator but makes 

mechanical construction, commutation, and bearing problems 

more difficult. 

The special features of a turbo-generator to meet this service 

are considered in this article and the particular machine is a 

10 k. w., 125 volt compound-wound 3,600 r. p. m. generator, 

driven by a Terry steam turbine, operating under 200 lb. steam 

pressure, with an exhaust of from 26 inches vacuum to 5 Ib. back 

pressure. This discussion is limited to the generator. 

Mechanical Construction. The yoke or frame of this machine 

is a steel casting cylindrical in shape, with an extension on one 

end in which are openings through which the brush rigging and 

the commutator are readily inspected. (Fig. 1.) The particular 

| 
| 

: 
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shape of the yoke is such as to insure a smooth, homogeneous cast- 

ing free from blow holes. The ends of the yoke are faced off at 

the same time that the pole seat cut is taken, thus insuring ac- 

curate concentricity of the poles, brush rigging and bearings. 

The interchangeable end shields, or bonnets, carry solid bronze 

bearing sleeves of the ring oiling type. A ratio of bearing 

length to diameter of two and a half to one, proper clearance, 

and an oil ring of such size that it lubricates the bearing freely 

| without throwing oil out of the housing, insure cool operation of 

| the journals. A good grade of dynamo oil of medium weight 

is used. 
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Fig, 2. 

The main pole pieces are built up of carefully annealed sheet 

steel punching assembled on rivets. The shape of the punchings 

is such that, when complete, ‘‘toothed’’ pole tips are obtained. 

(Fig. 2.) 

The main pole windings are wound separately. The shunt 

coils consist of a number 18 B. & S. gauge single cotton cov- 

ered wire wound in layers; while the series winding is built up 

of 1/32 in. by 3/4 in. copper strap wound flat. The interpole 

pieces are of wrought iron and the coils are built up of 1/32 

inch by 234 inch copper strap wound flat. (Fig. 3.) 

The ratio of armature length to diameter is larger than com- 

mon, giving a comparatively low peripheral speed. The core is 

built up of No. 28 B. & S. gauge sheet steel carefully annealed 

after punching and each sheet is given a coat of insulating japan 

before assembly. The commutator is of the V construction and
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in addition to the clamp rings, two steel rings, shrunk on, hold 

the commutator in shape. The mica between bars is undercut 

about 1/64 inch. A brush density of approximately 30 amperes 

per square inch obtains at full load. A balance ring with drilled 

and tapped holes for receiving balancing weights is mounted at 

each end of the armature. The brush rigging is mounted on a 

rocker ring which is split in two parts and revolves about the 

bearing housing. 

The form wound armature coils are riveted and soldered to 

high commutator risers, giving a fan effect. Additional venti- 
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lation is obtained by means of longitudinal vent holes through 

. the core and ventilating spacers transverse to the shaft. 

Electrical Design. The use of commutating poles, if prop- 

erly designed, insures perfect commutation, which means a long 

lived commutator. It also permits operation with a low ratio of 

field ampere turns to armature ampere turns, which means a 

small magnetic cireuit and field winding resulting in light weight 

and small space. Commutating poles have a marked compound- 

ing effect, reducing the large number of series turns. A plain 

shunt generator with a strong commutating pole winding can 

be flat compounded with a proper bush setting, but without 

series windings. However, parallel operation of the machines 

is impossible if good results are desired. 

The strength of the commutating winding in the case of the 

generator under discussion is approximately 20% stronger than 

the armature, while the ratio of field strength to armature 

strength is about one to one.
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The armature balance must receive particular attention for 

such a machine. It is usual to subject the armature to careful 

balance tests during various stages of its manufacture and after 

completion. After the machine is given its final test, the arma- 

ture balance is checked again at half speed, full speed and ten 

per cent over normal speed. This overspeed test also serves to 

try out the strength of the bandwires or wedges, as the case 

may be. (Fig. 4.) 
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The outline on the following page will serve as a summary of 

the machine above considered.
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Data for 10 K. W., 125 volt, 3600 r. p. m., Turbo-Generator | 

Part Material Remarks 
Yoke Cast Steel 
Main Poles Electrical Sheet Steel Laminations not ja- 

paned. | 
Commutating Poles Wrought Iron Rectangular Section. : 

Armature Electrical Sheet Steel Laminations annealed 
after punching; in- 

sulated with japan. 

Armature diam.=714 
in. 

Peripheral speed=7,- 

080 ft. per minute. 
Band Wires Phosphor Bronze on 

core 

Steel end Bands 
Commutator Hard Drawn Copper Bolted type. Diame- 

Bars ter is 5 inches. Per- 
ipheral speed is 4720 

ft. per minute. 

Shrink Rings Nickle Steel Two rings—one at 

outer end of commu- 

tator—one behind 
risers. 

Brush Holders Bronze and Brass Baylis reaction type. 

Brushes Carbon Special turbo-generat- 

or brush, light in 

weight, graphitic in 

composition, 

Weight of Generator 525 Ib. 

Weight of Set 1850 1b. 

,
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THE AESTHETIC VALUE OF MUNICIPAL BRIDGES. 

By Henry GrarraANn TYRRELL, C. E. 

Bridge Engineer, Chicago. 

The greatest opportunity for building fine ornamental bridges 

isin and about the large centers of population. That these 

chances have to a great extent been neglected, is shown by a 

review of those in any of our principal cities. Inspection of 

bridges in different places has been made by the writer from 

time to time, and impressions of those at Milwaukee are given 

as typical of all. 

Milwaukee, as a whole, may well be proud of its development, 

of its fine streets, parks, and public buildings, all of which have 

arisen in less than eighty years. The city hall, post office, li- 

brary and Soldiers’ Home are among the finest in America, and 

its commodious office buildings, stores and manufacturies are 

generally known throughout the country. 

The subject of bridge building in Milwaukee is interesting at 

the present time, because of the completion of a fine new bridge 

at Oneida street, and because of the proposal which is now be- 

fore the people for constructing another high viaduct, at a cost 

of $350,000, over the Menominee river, connecting Thirty-fifth 

street and Thirtieth avenue. The new one which will soon be 

opened at Buffalo street, costing $175,000, replaces an old swing 

built by a local company thirty-eight years ago, which was very 

light, inadequate and otherwise unsatisfactory. That one is 

needed over the river at State and Martin streets is shown by 

the vote taken last autumn to issue $150,000 worth of bonds for 

rebuilding it. In addition to its two car tracks, the other traffic 

over State street bridge is heavy, and is all crowded on a 16-foot 

roadway, with only hand opening mechanism. All of these 

projects indicate a definite purpose on the part of the city to 

install the best kind of bridges throughout, and in this respect 

to make ideal conditions along the rivers, which other municipali- 

ties might well imitate. 

New street bridges are needed over the Kinnickinnic river at 

Clinton, Beacher and Lincoln streets to replace old swings with
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center piers. The first of these with two car tracks on an 18- : 

foot roadway is very crowded and much too light for its traffic. | 

The Beacher street bridge, though having no street cars, has 

extremely light framing, and its turntable is nothing more than | 

a curved beam, the opening being accomplished by hand power. | 

The road is only eighteen feet wide, though the adjoining street | 

is more than twice that width. The Lincoln street swing, which : 

is the last one over the river, was moved to its present position | 

from Broadway when that bridge was rebuilt. The three other 

swing spans over the Milwaukee river at, and north of Chestnut | 

street, though more adequate in some respects, obstruct the chan- 

nel with their center piers. 

Viaducts in the city are very fine and serviceable, and even 

attractive in certain details, though little effort has been made 

in the selection of aesthetic outlines or proportions. The best ; 

effect in viaducts usually results when bents are united in pairs, 

with alternate spans differing greatly in length, and the truss | 

members curved rather than horizontal or parallel. The reversed | 

inclines to the Twenty-seventh street and the Sixth street via- | 

ducts adjoining the canal, are quite unusual, though a somewhat 

similar spiral forms part of the Mississippi river bridge at Hast- | 
’ ings, Minnesota. The long and high viaduct over the Menominee 

valley at Twenty-seventh avenue, has unfortunately, excessive 

vibration in its longer spans, due probably to the top heavy ef- 

fect produced by the heavy deck sixty feet wide for double car 

tracks, and paved with brick and granolithic. The Wells street 

viaduet, for double track electric service, with its deck 100 feet 

or more above the valley, is quite imposing. Columns have side 

batter, and vibration is not perceptible. 

Park bridges in Milwaukee are also quite attractive, and could 

hardly be improved. The stone and metal bridges in Lake Park 

were erected in 1893 from designs by Mr. Oscar Sanne. A brick 

one in this park was built with the body of the arch in five rings 

of hard burned sewer brick, spandrel faces and wings of brown 

brick, and the arch blocks on the face, as well as the trimmings 

and railings of terra cotta. It has a length of 100 feet, and cost 

$10,500. A metal arch with a clear span of fifty feet and length 

of 90 feet, has a 26-foot roadway paved with asphalt on buckle 

plates, and two 7-foot walks covered with cast iron plates. Steel
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ribs with end hinges, the outer ones being faced with ornamental 

| cast iron, support the deck which is protected by iron railing. 

The total cost, including masonry, metal and paving, was $10,800. 

| Over the north and south ravines, near the Government light- 

| house in the same park, are two bridges of artistic design, each 

) having a span of eighty-seven feet, the two together costing 
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Fig. 1. 

$36,500. Each bridge has six, two-hinged steel arch ribs sup- 
porting asphalt roadways and cement sidewalks on buckle plates. 
The abutments are of fine coursed ashlar, surmounted with Bed- 
ford stone railing, but over the arches the railing is of ornamental 
iron. At the four abutment corners adjoining the opening are 
ornamental posts supporting clusters of lamps, and at the abut- 
ment ends are pedestals with figures of lions. 

A more recent and ornamental bridge, in Lake Park near 
the pavilion, crosses a gorge fifty feet deep, and is much 
seen and enjoyed in the summer time. The structural features 
consist of two reinforced concrete ribs twelve inches wide and 
fifty-four inches deep, with an inner flange on the lower side of 

the arch ribs. These ribs are twelve feet apart in the clear, and 

they support spandrel walls which carry the six-inch reinforced 

conerete floor slab. Cross walls and struts twelve feet apart 

longitudinally, connect the arch ribs, and between them is a dou-
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ble system of steel angle bracing, the ends of the angles being 

securely fastened in the concrete. Spandrel walls are twelve 

inches thick with expansion joints at each end adjoining the abut- 

ments. The arch ribs and abutments are a monolith and the 

floor is cambered eight inches longitudinally for drainage. The 

abutment side walls are connected with cross walls which sup- 

port a floor slab similar to that on the bridge. 
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By far the finest conerete bridge in the city is that on an ex- 

tension of Grand avenue, crossing the Menominee valley with ten 

spans, eight of which are 145 feet long with open spandrels, while 

one at each end, with spans of sixty and eighty feet respectively, 

have solid spandrels. Arches are all slabs rather than ribs, and | 

the piers are each cored out by two arched openings, dividing | 

them at the bottom into three parts. The total length is 2,080 

feet, and the road is sixty feet wide, guarded at each side by a 

heavy ornamental concrete balustrade. 

On the whole, Milwaukee is fortunate in having quite a num- 

ber of fine bridges worthy of preservation. A further review of 

the opening bridges in Milwaukee was given by the writer in 

Municipal Engineering, for July, 1913. The greatest fault in 

bridges generally, throughout America, is their lack of aesthetic 

treatment. The condition is all the more unfortunate because 

these structures are worthy of greater thought and study, since 

they are usually such conspicuous objects. The lack of beauty 

| 
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in their design is no doubt partly due to the dearth of literature 

on the subject, and the general absorption of the bridge building 

business by the bridge trust, the prime object of which is not 

to improve the appearance of our American cities, but rather to 

earn the largest possible dividends for its stockholders, regard- 

less of the atrocious designs which it may impose on municipali- 

ties. 
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The most important work in connection with any great con- 

structive enterprise is the preparation of the design, for on this, 

the success or failure of the whole project depends. If the design 

is faulty, the money, time and thought spent on its construction 

are largely wasted, and all the labor of engineers, architects, con- 

tractors and artisans is lost. If the design is lacking in beauty, 

the structure may remain for centuries as a mockery to its orig- 

inators, unless fortunately it should fall through structural 

weakness. The Romans realized the need of both strength and 

beauty and they reared their structures to endure. Some of 

them, like the bridges at Rome, built nearly twenty centuries 

ago, are still standing. 

Ugly bridges in beautiful surroundings, such as Lake Park 

in Milwaukee, would be artistically unsatisfactory, and the de- 

signers have, therefore, very wisely placed structures there that 

are both useful and ornamental, giving a character to the park 

that it would otherwise not have. Indeed these little park
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bridges produce an impression on the occasional visitor to the 
city, which is probably remembered longer than the central part | 
of the city itself, though the cost of these structures is compara- 
tively small. Bridges are failures, if the materials of which they | 
are constructed are lacking in durability, for the period of their | 
existence is then quite limited. The Municipal Art Commission 
of New York realized the need of enduring material for the pro- 
posed memorial to Henry Hudson, and they very wisely refused 
to accept any design in metal, giving their approval to a beau- 
tiful one in reinforced conerete. The need of greater attention 

to design is therefore evident, as upon it, the whole success or 

failure of the structure depends. 

Almost no attention has been given by engineers to the artistic 
character of bridges, and but little to their proper proportions. 
For fifty years, mathematical engineers have wrestled with their 
computations, evolving formulae and establishing their conclu- 
sions, and in this direction there is little left to be desired, but 
during this time, little or no improvement has been made in the 
visible appearance of their creations, and in fact, a definite back- | 
ward movement is evident. The result is, that the greatest need 
at the present day in bridge building is aesthetic treatment. To 
accomplish this end, no city in America is more promising than | 
Milwaukee, with its democratic and broad socialistic views. | 
Progress in this direction is indicated by a tablet on the new | 
Michigan street bridge over the Milwaukee river. Instead of the : 
usual elaborate plate bearing the names of all the local ward poli- 
ticians who happened to be in office at the time, the city has in- 
scribed the names of all the people. On this democratic tablet | 
are the words ‘‘Built for publie service, by the people of Mil- 
waukee.”’ 

By way of suggestion, let us refer to the Tower Bridge at Lon- 
don. For more than twenty years it was the subject of discus- 
sion by city officials and citizens, all of the designs, and especially 
the one built, being severely criticized. It was under construc- 
tion from 1888 to 1894, and was formally opened for travel on | 
June 80th. The engineer was Sir John Wolfe Barry, and the 
architect Sir Horace Jones. The steel work alone cost $1,685,000, , 
and the entire structure $4,146,000. The clear distance between 

faces of towers in the center span is 200 feet, and each of the | 

|
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end spans has a clear width of 270 feet. Between the towers are 

two overhead foot bridges with a headroom under them of 139 

feet. These can be reached by elevators and were intended for 

pedestrian travel when the bascule leaves are open for the pass- 

age of ships but are no longer used. The structural parts of the 

towers are of steel enclosed with stone facing, and this feature 

and the method of cable stiffening, have been most severely criti- 

cised, 
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\fter an experience of twenty-five years in bridge engineering 

the writer is impelled to insist upon higher standards in this 

branch of city development, that the disfigurement of our cities 

with unsightly and uncouth bridges therein, may cease, and that 

dominany commercialism may give way to the public demands for 

finer and more attractive constructions. 

‘When, some years ago, the writer was asked by the cities of 

Copenhagen, St. Petersburg and Sydney, to prepare designs for 

bridges there, the invitations were declined by the writer with 

great reluctance, because of the opportunity for artistic design 

which is usually acceptable in the capitals of foreign countries. 

It is interesting to Americans to know that the design for at 

least one of these bridges, that over the Neva at St. Petersburg, 

adjoining the palace of the Czar, is the work of an American.
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TWO METHODS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FLUE DUST 

FROM IRON BLAST FURNACES. 

By Roserr B. Ricwarps ’11. 

In all iron blast furnace practice the furnace man is troubled 
by having to use ores in such a fine state of division that the es- 
caping gases, by virtue of their velocity carry a considerable 
quantity of the furnace charge with them. This trouble is not 
so great when the ore is rich; for then these small particles have 
enough weight to keep them from escaping with the gases. But 
in the case of low grade ores, this loss is sometimes very great, 
The Clinton ore found at Mayville, Wisconsin, is of this latter 
type, and for a long time gave the furnace operators at that 
place considerable trouble. The ore is low grade, light in weight, 
and a great percentage of it is very fine (like flax seed), or even 
more like the grains of dolite found in some limestones. 

It must be understood that the gases which escape from the 
iron blast furnace pass, by means of large pipes or ‘‘down 
comers,’’ to a cylindrical tank with a hopper bottom which is 
called the dust catcher. Ilere the gases drop most of their load, 
consisting of small ore particles, and some coke and limestone 
dust. This mixture is called flue dust and is drawn from the 
dust catcher in cars or ‘‘buggies’’ to be stocked, charged back 
into the furnace direct or treated in some process, which makes 
the material a better product for the blast furnace. The quan- 

tity of the flue dust made by a furnace varies greatly with the 

ores charged, the blast pressure carried and other conditions, but 
an average of about three per cent of the total charge escapes in 

this manner. ‘‘On this basis there would be approximately 3,000,- 

000 tens of flue dust produced in this country per annum. In as 

much as the iron content of blast furnace flue dust is within a 

few per cent of being as high as the iron content of the ore : 

charged into the furnace, the annual loss of iron in flue dust | 

produced and wasted is enormous.’’ 

It is usually very difficult to get a furnace superintendent to 

charge flue dust direct into his furnace, but in many eases this 

|
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must be done. The resulting loss is very great, since the ma- 

terial has once escaped with the gases, a large percentage will 

do so again. Hence, it is said that every furnace man of a few 

years’ experience has involved some method for the treatment of 

flue dust, and since flue dust treatment is not at all a universal 

practice as yet, it follows that most of these processes are not 

practical. 
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Among those which are now in use may be mentioned the so- 

called nodulizing process, where the flue dust is rotated in a long 

cylindrical kiln, and the heat for the agglomeration is obtained 

from the coke in the flue dust and from powdered coal blown 

into the cylinder. Another is called the Dwight-Lloyd process, 

in which a down-draught is used to sinter thin layers of flue dust 

spread on moving grates, the coke in the flue dust again furnish- 

ing the heat. A comparatively recent method, and one which makes 

use of the same general principal as the Dwight-Lloyd machine, 

is that now in use at Mayville, called the Greenawalt Sintering 

process. This process is now used in connection with the Gron- 

dal Briquetting plant, which has been in operation at Mayville 

for nearly two years. This latter process strikes at the root of 

the evil by mixing the fine ore with flue dust and pressing it into 

brick form and then baking it into a hard cake.
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It is these last two processes which have come under the 

writer’s direct attention, and which it is the purpose of this paper 

to briefly discuss. 

THE GREENAWALT SINTERING PROCESS. 

This process makes use of the heat value in the flue dust, and 

in some eases a little added coke, to effect the sintering.* The 

plant consists of the following three elements: | 

ee ee | 
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PLATE I. 

1. A large pan made of 2” cast iron or steel. (Plate I.) This 

is 12’ long, 7’ wide, and 2’ deep, and rotates on its end axis. 

(See Figures 1, 2 and 3.) Setting in this pan are twelve grates, 

which are 7’ long, 1’ wide, and 1’ high. (See A, Figure 3.) 

These divide the pan into two parts. The portion under the 

grates acts as a suction box, and at both ends of the pan are 10” 

pipes which lead to a suction fan. (See Figure 2.) 

2. The suction fan and motor need little mention, the motor 

being a 25 H. P. D. C. variable speed motor running up to 1,500 

R. P. M., and the fan of sufficient capacity to give a vacuum of 

as high as thirty inches of water. 

*By Sintering, as the word is here used, is meant the incipient fusion 

of a mass of small particles. 

)
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3. Over the top of the pan and running on rails at either side 

of it fits an inverted pan, called an igniter, 12’ long, 7’ wide and 

6” high, (See Plate II and Figures 4 and 5.) The top plate of 

this is perforated and the whole clamps tightly over the pan. It 

carries above it a tank of kerosene, upon which an air pressure 

of eighty pounds is kept. This kerosene is piped to six spray 
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burners set at equal distances about the under side of the igniter. 

(See Figure 4.) 

In sintering a charge of flue dust, the pan is supported in a 

horizontal position, and a layer of about 1” of some refractory 

material is spread over the grates. (See Figure 2.) This forms 

a porous bed which serves a two-fold purpose. It protects the 

grates from burning and prevents the flue dust, which is placed 

upon it from being sucked through the grates. Many materials 

may be used for this bed. At Mayville, limestone, fine ore lumps, 

crushed slag and screened sinter, have all been used with good 

results. Next the pan is filled with flue dust and leveled off well. 

This is done at the Mayville plant by means of an electrically 

driven charge car. (See Plate IV.) 

The fan is now started and a draught is started down through 

the flue dust and porous bed and out through the 10” pipes at 

both ends of the pan. The igniter is next clamped to the top
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of the pan and the kerosene sprays lighted. These are allowed 

to burn for from fifteen seconds to one minute when they are 

shut off and the igniter removed. This ignition starts the top 

of the flue dust layer burning and the suction through the bed 
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does the rest of the sintering. The fire on top of the layer, by 

means of the coke in the flue dust, slowly penetrates the entire 

mass down to the porous bed and, when the mixture of flue dust, 
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coke and moisture is correct, sinters it into a hard, porous, black 

cake. (See Plate V.) One pan of flue dust gives about 2.5 tons 

of sinter. 

The length of time taken to properly sinter flue dust varies 

from twenty-five minutes to over two hours, depending upon the 

mixture taken and the suction carried. Dumping and charging 

the pan again takes from five to ten minutes. When the charge
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is completely sintered, the pan is rotated and the cake of sinter 

is dumped into a car below. The product thus made is hard, of 
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a higher specific gravity than flue dust, and of a size to remain 

in the blast furnace. 

The cost of making this product is low enough for it to com- 
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Prate IV. 

pete with the cheaper ores; labor, power, and kerosene being the 

largest items. The ignition cost, which is now about 414¢ per 

ton, may be cut down in the future by the use of coke oven gas. 

The process requires no great outlay of capital to install, and 

| there is no reason why it should not soon be in use at a great 

many more blast furnaces throughout the country. 

THE GRONDALL BRIQUETTING PROCESS. 

Although the Briquetting process is now only applied to the 

Mayville ore, its effect upon the amount of flue dust made by 

the furnace is very strongly felt. Before the installation of the
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Greenawalt sintering pans, a mixture of flue dust and fine ore 

comprised the charge of the Briquetting plant and, if the stock 

of flue dust far exceeds the capacity of the Greenawalt plant, 
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PLATE V. 

this mixture may be again used. The process, however, is essen- 

tially the same for all ore or ore and flue dust. 

The plant consists simply of large motor-driven brick presses, 

re Py 

Prate VI.
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ten in number, and four long low kilns made of fire brick. (See 

Plate VI.) ‘The fine ore, by means of belts, elevators and drags 

is deposited in small hoppers above each of these presses. It falls 

by gravity into the press and is made into brick forms. No 

binder is used, the moisture of the ore being sufficient to hold 
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PLATE VII. 

the briquettes together until it gets to the kiln. Two shapes of 

briquettes are made, both weighing from seven to nine pounds 

(unburned). They are taken from the presses and piled in reg- 

ular rows upon small cars, which have a flat, fire-brick top. Two 

and sometimes three layers of briquettes are thus set on a car 

making from 270 to 352 briquettes to a car. These cars are 6’ 

wide, 6’ 6” long, and about 26” high. (See Plate VII.) 

After these small cars are loaded with ore bricks they are 

pushed into the kilns where they are subjected to a heat of from 

1,000° F. to 2,800° F. These kilns are 195’ long 6’ 6” wide (in- 

side) and average about 5’ high (inside), They hold thirty 

small ears each; the end of one ear making a tight joint against 

the end of the next car. Hydraulic pressure is used to push 

the cars into the kilns, and when one is pushed in at one end 

this pushes thirty ears ahead of it, thus forcing one out of the 

kiln at the other end.
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The kilns were originally designed for burning crude oil as a 

fuel and this was atomized with steam. Later tar was used and 

now coke oven gas has taken the place of the tar. The cars run | 
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on tracks throughout the length of the kilns, but on both sides 

of the cars are vertical plates which run in a channel iron filled 

with sand. This sand seal prevents any leakage of draught 
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around the sides of the cars and makes it only necessary to heat 

the section of the kilns above the top of the cars. 

The burners which furnish the heat for the process are set at 

various distances throughout the middle portion (about 100’) of 

the kiln. The roof ofthe kiln is raised at each set of burners 

and a reverberatory arch put in to deflect the flame down on to 
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PLATE X. 

the briquettes. Air for the combustion of the gas is supplied by 

means of small fans at the end of each kiln and the burnt gases 

are taken off by means of one large stack, the pull of which is 

aided by a suction fan. 

When a ear of bricks enters the kiln, a door is at once shut 

behind it and it is then in a temperature of about 1,000° F. As 

other cars are pushed in and this car nears the burners the tem- 

perature gradually rises until, when the first combustion chamber 

is reached, the briquettes are at a temperature of about 2,000° F. 

By this time all the water has been driven off, and the carbonate 

in the ore are changed to caustics. While passing through the 

various combustion chambers which follow, the briquettes prob- 

ably attain a heat of about 2,400° F. This effects a sufficient 

fusion of the ore particles so that when the briquette is cooled 

it will not be easily broken and may be handled in cars and bins,
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and eventually charged into the blast furnace without crumbling 

to any great extent. (See Plates VIII and IX.) Thus the de- 

sired change has been effected. A light powdery ore, one easily 

blown out of the furnace, has been converted into a heavier, 

larger product, a great percentage of which will remain in the 

furnace under the most adverse conditions. 

During its passage through the kiln, which takes from five to 

fifteen hours,—depending upon the heat carried, the length of 

the heating zone, ete.,—the briquette has changed from a moist 

red brick, weighing about eight pounds, to a hard, dry, black 

brick weighing perhaps six pounds and having a porosity of 

about 35 to 40%. Chemically, the water and carbon dioxide gas 

have been driven off and a small part of the ferric iron oxide 

(Fe,0,) changed to the ferrous state (FeO). By these chem- 

ical changes the iron content of the briquette has been raised 

from about 47% in the ore to about 50% in the finished product. 

Since too great a reduction to ferrous state is not desirable for 

the blast furnace, a blast of cold air is blown upon the hot 

briquettes as they emerge from the kilns. This tends to change 

the ferrous oxide formed in the heat of the kiln back to the ferric 

state by the rapid action of the oxygen upon the hot briquettes. 

This also cools the briquettes somewhat and they are thus more 

easily dumped, on a tip track, into large cars which convey them 

to the furnaces. (See Plate X.) 

The greatest cost of this operation is that of the fuel used. In 

the present instance the use of the excess gas from the coke plant 

at Mayville makes this moderately low, and another plant of this 

kind uses natural gas with excellent results. But only in special 

cases and under the best conditions does the process become prac- 

tical from a financial point of view.
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THE RELATION OF THE ENGINEERING GRADUATE 
TO TECHNICAL JOURNALISM. 

By E. T. Howson, 

Engineering Editor, Railway Age Gazette, Chicago. 

It has been the history of practically all professions and in- 

dustries that the period of most rapid development in each par- 

ticular line of activity has been accompanied by a corresponding 

growth in the scope and influence of the trade papers serving 

that field, each mutually helpful and assisting in the develop- 

ment of the other. This has been especially true in the engi- 

neering profession where the technical journals have been a very 

important agency contributing to its rapid expansion during the 

past ten years. The engineering profession is unusually well 

served in this regard and there are today a number of excellent 

papers devoting their attention wholly or in part to this field. 

The influence of the technical journal in the engineering field 

is not always fully realized. Its important position can perhaps 

be best illustrated by attempting to imagine the conditions which 

would exist if there were no trade papers. <A person desiring to 

know the latest developments in the use of wood block paving, 

for instance, would then have to wait until the next edition of 

Baker’s ‘‘Roads and Pavements’’, or some similar book was pub- 

lished after an interval of perhaps five years. Even then, it is 

not entirely clear just where the authors of these various books 

would learn of the developments which should be incorporated 
in their revised editions if there were no papers in their field. 

The first essential of any technical journal is accuracy. Above 

all, material appearing therein must be accurate. Ilowever, 

scarcely secondary to accuracy, is the news element. The suc- 

cessful wide awake paper not only describes new developments in 

the profession accurately, but prints this information while it is 
news. No matter how accurate and thorough an article on the 

construction of the Brooklyn bridge may be, it will not now re- 

ceive the attention of the engineer to the extent that an equally 

accurate article describing the proposed methods of erection of 

the Quebee bridge will. The technical journals spend large sums
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of money to present information promptly so that their readers 

may be informed of the latest developments at all times. Several 

journals even publish elaborate daily editions at the times of the 
annual conventions of the important associations in their fields 

in order that their readers may have complete reports of these 

conventions without waiting for the regular weekly edition. 

THE ENGINEER AS A READER OF A TECHNICAL 

JOURNAL 

The relation of the engineering graduate to technical journal- 

ism may be that of a reader, a contributor, or an editor. Con- 

sidering the large body of engineers, the relation as a reader is 

obviously the most important. It is perhaps entirely natural for 

the engineering graduate to feel that, after spending four hard 

years with his text books, there is little more to be learned on 

those subjects and that he has all the information necessary for 

his future success in his profession. The years immediately fol- 

lowing graduation are a more or less critical period for the grad- 

uate as habits formed during the first few years of his business 

career are very apt to have a marked influence upon his later suc- 

cess. The graduate is very apt to fail to realize that the engineer- 
ing profession is continually advancing and that for this reason 

text books begin to become out of date the day they leave the 

hands of the author for the print shop. As a result, if he relies 

upon his text books alone, he soon falls behind. 

The technical paper is the medium which supplements his text 

books and enables him to keep abreast of the times. If the paper 

is properly edited, he will find there the latest developments in 

any branch of his work. Therefore, the engineer who keeps in 

touch with the progress in his special line must read regularly, 

those technical papers devoted to his specialty. It is an instrue- | 
tive fact in this regard that the most active supporters and the 

most regular readers of technical papers are those engineers 

ranking among the leaders in their fields. The extent to which 

these men rely upon their technical journals is evidenced by the 

number of inquiries by telephone and messenger which the im- 

portant papers regularly receive if for some reason, the paper 

is not received at the regular time. In this connection, one will 

note that most of the technical papers are published late in the
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week in order that they may contain as late news as possible and 
still reach the majority of their subscribers on Saturday so that 

they can be read on Sunday. 

After deciding that he should subscribe for a technical paper, 

the problem is to select the one or more, best suited to his particu- 

lar needs. This is a day of specialization in technical papers as 

in all other lines of industry, and the editorial matter in the col- 
umns of each paper is prepared for a particular class of readers. 

The demands for space are such that no paper can properly cover 

the entire field of engineering. One paper, therefore, specializes 

in municipal work and devotes the larger portion of its space to 

sewerage, paving and water supply; another specializes in struc- 

tural designing and construction; a third is devoted to the con- 

struction and operation of electric railways; another to steam 

railways, ete. Therefore, to secure the most for his money, the 

engineer should select the publications which most completely. 

cover the particular field he is interested in. 

In making his decision the subscription price is frequently very 

unwisely the primary consideration. If the reader secures any 

benefit at all from a publication, this benefit will exceed in value 

the subscription price many times over. It is a well known fact 

that no technical paper could exist if dependent upon subserip- 

tions alone, and that the far greater proportion of its revenues 

are derived from the advertising pages. The advertiser desires 

to reach a certain specialized class of readers interested in his 

equipment, and advertisers are coming more and more to study 

the subscription lists of the various papers before placing their 

business. It is for this reason that the more progressive trade 

journals are endeavoring to make their subscription rolls 100 per 

cent complete among possible buyers in their field and they fre- 

quently spend several times the subscription price to secure such 

subscriptions, while on the other hand, they do not attempt to 

solicit subscriptions to any extent among those who have no in- 

fluence in the purchase of materials. If the publishers them- 

selves concentrate their energy in their particular field to this 

extent, the engineer should exercise equal care in selecting his 

paper. 
The benefits to the engineer of regularly reading a technical 

paper may be direct or they may be indirect and intangible. 

Many times one will find an idea directly applicable to his own
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work, enabling him to save the price of the subscription several 

times over. The intangible results are fully as valuable, even if 

indirect. No engineer can regularly read the editorials and de- 

scriptive articles in a properly edited paper without materially 

increasing his knowledge on this subject and being influenced 

thereby. The influence of the daily press in public affairs is 

commonly realized. The strength of the properly edited techni- 

cal paper is no less important in its more limited field. 

THE ENGINEER AS A CONTRIBUTOR TO A TECHNICAL 

JOURNAL 

Of less general application but scarcely less important to the 
relation as a reader, is that as a contributor to a technical journal. 
All technical publications are dependent to a large degree upon 
contributed articles. Obviously, it is impossible for any paper to 
maintain a sufficient staff to properly cover all the ramifications 

| of even a highly specialized field in a country as large as ours. 
The extent to which the various papers rely upon contributed 
articles varies widely. On some journals the editorial staff is 
limited to three or four men who spend nearly all their time in 
the office editing contributions for publication. On other journ- 
als as many as 15 experienced technical editors are employed, 
each spending a large portion of his time visiting important 
work and writing his own articles. 

However, there are several reasons why the engineer should 
contribute to his technical papers whenever he has information 
of value to the profession. In the first place his duty to the pro- 
fession should prompt him to give out the details of any method 
by which he has secured beneficial results so that other men sim- 

ilarly situated may have the benefit of his experience. This 

broad minded spirit is becoming increasingly evident from year 
to year and has undoubtedly exerted an important influence in 
the broadening and strengthening of the entire engineering pro- 
fession. It is unfair to his associates for anyone to be a sponge, 
absorbing the good ideas of his fellow members but refusing to 
give up any of his own. 

Aside from this public spirited policy, the rewards of contrib- 

uting to the trade journals are also real. The beneficial effects 

to the author of a well prepared instructive article are not fully
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realized in general. hose engineers in private practice realize 

this advantage more than those in the employ of other men, al- 

though the value is just as great here as elsewhere. It is true 

that this can be overdone until it becomes mere publicity, a prob- 

lem with which all editors have to contend. However, a well 

written article upon a subject of general interest is certain to re- 

flect credit upon the author and to call him to the attention of 

other engineers. Very frequently an employer has been attracted 

by an article appearing in a paper, with the result that the au- 

thor has received a flattering offer of advancement. One high 

: railroad official has frequently stated that he can trace every im- 

portant promotion to articles he has written. I have personally 

| known of a number of such instances within the past few years. 

Another benefit of writing is that resulting from concentra- 

tion of thought upon one definite subject. It is the common ex- 

perience that in properly preparing the description of a piece 

of work, questions arise which were unthought of while the work 

was in progress and points will be raised which will lead to 

| further investigation and study. 

THE ENGINEER AS AN EDITOR OF A TECHNICAL 

JOURNAL 

The third and most limited relation is that of editor of a tech- 

nical journal. While the number of engineers who have entered 

editorial work within the past few years has grown rapidly, the 

field still is and must necessarily remain, very limited, and the 

proportion of engineers who will engage in this work will always 

be small. 

The principal requirements of an editor are a thorough knowl- 

edge of his subject and an ability to write clear, concise English. 

In daily paper and magazine work, the ability to write good Eng- 

lish is the important essential. While also important in techni- 

cal journalism, it is secondary to a knowledge of the subject. It 

is vastly more important that an editor know his field thoroughly, 
for he is expected to lead in the many technical problems of the 

day. For this reason the engineering student who aspires to this 

work has little opportunity of entering it directly from college 

and is handicapped if he does so. It is a general practice of the 

larger papers to draw their men from the ranks of the field they
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serve, giving preference to technically trained men with several 

years of practical experience. Therefore, a student who plans to 

enter technical journalism should consider a few years of actual 

experience in his profession as an essential part of his journalis- 

tic preparation. 

The rewards vary widely. In direct monetary results they 

compare favorably with other branches of engineering. In op- 

portunities for investigation, wide experience, and acquaintance- 

ship, they are unexcelled. The editor who sits in his office with 

his scissors and blue pencil has been almost entirely superseded 

by one who spends a large portion of his time out on construction 

work in actual contact with engineers in the field, studying their 

problems with them and gaining the results of their experience. 

The opportunity for thus seeing work under all sorts of condi- 

tions is invaluable to the engineer, whether he remains in editor- 

ial work or returns later to the active practice of his profession.
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EDITORIALS 

Class finances have usually been handled in a manner that was 
not sufficiently open or business like to prevent suspicion. After 

some of our past treasurers have left school, we find bills coming 

up that should have been paid by them, or at least if there was 

a lack of funds they should have made this fact known, and 

shown the reason for this lack. To avoid the unpleasant whis 
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perings that always occur when such things happen, the confer- 

ence has devised a scheme by which the report of the treasurer 

may be properly audited and published. Like too many of the 

conference rulings that are made, placed in the minutes, and for- 

gotten, this law seems also to be ignored. We feel that the con- 

ference should see that their important rulings are lived up to; 

even if the court doesn’t seem to take much interest in enforcing 

student legislation. The general feeling against student self-gov- 

ernment is directly due to the eratie manner in which its rulings 

are carried out. If the conference does not shake off its phleg- 

matism, its life will surely be held in the balance—and found 

wanting. 

Many of our alumni will take interest in reading the short ar- 

ticle by Prof. Mack concerning the ‘‘Summer Problem for Engi- 

neers’’ that was once required for graduation. This problem 

required about the same amount of work as does the ordinary 

thesis. One of the advantages of the thesis over an assigned 

problem is the fact that a man can work out something in which 

he is especially interested. The disadvantage of the thesis is 

that too often the time is too limited to perform a thorough or 

satisfactory solution of the problem which was undertaken. 

Though theses have always been looked upon as a burden, we 

find there are quite a few that add very reliable information to 

the world’s knowledge. 

Some time ago one of the professors took his class into the 

Engineering library where they were given a talk on the method 

of classifying books. All of us derived considerable benefit 
from this talk; but many of us had obtained some of the in- 

formation piece meal, in our effort to find proper references 

at an earlier time. A talk of this kind will do much to make 

the library of profit to the Senior; but should we wait until our 
college course is nearly completed before we get this informa- 

tion? In what better way could a professor of any freshman 

subject utilize an hour, than by bringing his class into the li- 

brary for such a talk as Mr. Volk gave us? We hope that the 

freshman will be able to have this opportunity, and throughout 

their college course obtain the benefits from an hour so well in- 

vested.
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This is a decade in which the engineer is coming into his own, 
for he is being recognized as a man to solve certain peculiar 
economic as well as theoretical problems. In times past, much 
of the very important work relating to the economics of produc- 
tion was left to men who had good business judgment, however 
their lack of technical training handicapped them in the solu- 
tion of many questions. Today the engineer is not only a tech- 
nician but he is also an economist and a business man. The ° 
various engineering societies are beginning to appreciate this 
and have drawn up a code of ethics for the professional engin- 
eer. When such a code is recognized and lived up to, then may 
we say for a certainty that the engineer has come into his own. 

AN EARLY PROBLEM FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS. 
In the University Catalogue of 1873-74, page 36, under De- 

partment of Civil Engineering, which was then the only engi- 
neering department in the University, the following problem was 
outlined ; 

During the vacation at the close of the Junior Year, students 
are required to prepare a Memoir on some selected subject; that 
for 1874 is: ‘“Water supply for the city of Madison, Wisconsin,” 

The following is given as a specimen of the projects required 
for the degree of Civil Engineer: “*Project for the location and 
building of a railroad.’’ The road to begin at the East Madison 
depot, in the city of Madison, and run to the depot in the town 
of Oregon, distance, 10 miles. No gradients greater than 
and no radius of curvature less than 600 feet. Double track 
with a gauge of three feet. Distance between tracks five feet, and 
five feet between outside rail of track and the sides of the exca- 
vation or embankment. Slopes of embankments two to one, and 
cuttings one and one-half to one. Ballast of broken stone. 
Proper provision made for the passage of public and private 
roads and water courses. 

Full specifications and estimates for each class of work. 
Suitable profile and cross-section drawings of the road. 
The Memoir, by reference to the specifications, estimates and 

drawings will give a complete history of the work from its be- 
ginning to its completion.
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It is probable that an extensive problem of this nature was 

in effect the same as the present day thesis. 

The opening paragraph under ‘‘Department of Civil Engineer- 

ing’’ is as follows: 

“The object of this department is to give students such in- 

struction in the theory and practice of Engineering as to fit them, 

after a moderate amount of practice in the field, to fill with 

credit the most responsible positions in the profession of the 

Civil Engineer.’’ 

This definition of the purposes of an engineering course would 

be exceedingly difficult to improve. 
—Joun G. D. Mack. 

“STUFF”’ 

I. A. BICHELHAUPT, 

Having just spent a couple of days (and nights) trying to 

catch up in our work, we sit down with considerable eclat to 

worry the typewriter for a few minutes. It has occurred to us 

that since the weather is too cold for another Ampere hunt, that 

we might fill a couple of pages in this issue with a little semi- 

serious dissultation on ‘‘Why is An Engineer’’. Now, this may 

sound like an initiation into the famous society of A. S. M. E. 

put it ain’t. Again it may sound like a Freshman theme— 

and we know positively that if it was it would come back with 

red marks all over it. However, it is neither. It is rather a 

learned review of the mental processes of an average fellow 

who left home and mother to become an Engineer. Everybody 

join in on the chorus and ladies kindly remove their hats. 

OUR BROAD ENGINEERING COURSE 

The average student enters the Engineering School in a cha- 

otic frame of mind. Perhaps he was advised by his parents 

—perhaps he has a natural leaning towards the profession—or 

perhaps he does it merely as a mercenary investment. At any 

rate he is a little doubtful as to the outcome. His class mates, 

his advisor, and his friends all tell him that he is up against 

a stiff proposition. To him it is all vague—a sort of a mlll
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through which he must flounder and in four years come out an aceredited engineer, The chances are that he does not know exactly what an engineer is, He Suspects that he hag merely to show his degree to the world and immediately assume the title. As the course Opens up to him he begins to see its Possibilities both for success and failure. But the tendency is to slide through rather than to Prepare for his career, The founda- tion work is monotonous and he looks forward to the latter : 

years when he may start on the subjects taking up special en- gineering work and practice. Ag he Soes on, instead of becom- ing simpler, his work becomes more vague. He realizes how much there is that he is missing and in his efforts to learn every- thing, learns nothing. At this point the average student is apt to cultivate the feeling which may be best expressed by the words, ‘‘Oh, what’s the difference—as long as I get through.’’ And now is the time when professional interest must save him. This interest comes from practical work not theory. Now is the time to give the student researeh work to develop his pride in his profession. It is only human for man to prefer to explain rather than to be taught. Let the student take up research work that will cause him to feel that, in his small way, he is doing Something that will be recognized and studied by others —even his superiors. If one student can explain something to another student or even to a professor, it causes him to ex- pand—to grow mentally and rise to the occasion with the best there is in him. 
Consider, for example, the cheerful frame of mind in which you, yourself, left the class room after having been given a chance to explain to the professor and class some phase of prac- tieal work which you had been fortunate enough to do. And then comes the application of this self confidence and ability in the real technical work which one meets with after school. You learn to meet difficulties and to stand on your own feet in consultation, Sometime ago I heard a shop superinten- dent chuckling over the fact that his eighty dollar a month foreman had erected a hundred and twenty-five ton crane in thirty-six hours after a recently graduated engineering student had spent four days trying to perfect a way to do the job. And still a fair minded man could hardly use such an instance as an argument against a college education. One could not expect 

GE Lume t~*S
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a college to include the erection of a big crane in its required 

course. This education can only give us the elements and prin- 

ciples of engineering ; the rest lies in our ability. Such an edu- 

cation can however develop the analytic and creative in us and 

can prepare us to meet such original work and select the correct, 

principles of procedure. The details and Jabor saving schemes 

must come through experience. 

Clear and conservative thinking is the keyword to success. 

Suppose for instance, that in the classroom you learn to 

discourage a certain type of installation. A while later, you 

are bravely talking to some old and practical engineer, trying 

to make a good impression. He mentions this installation and 

perhaps comments favorably upon it. You hasten to disagree 

but when it comes to giving real reasons you can’t do jt. The old- 

timer can mention instances in which this certain installation 

has made good. You can merely give the impression which you 

received in the class-room—a sort of a vague idea that the 

installation is wrong. But you can’t give cold facts because you 

don’t know them. There you have it; practical versus theoret- 

ical. The outcome js usually that you close the subject feeling 

more than ever the deficiencies of your education. But was 

your education deficient? No—you were right; you know you 

were, but you couldn’t prove it, because you hadn’t thought it 

out. You hadn’t applied the principles of reasoning to your 

education. You had learned it as a lesson rather than a fact, 

and when this particular thing was mentioned you rushed in 

with a hasty statement that you could not pack up. 

It seems that courses in thought—Psychology,
 Logic, and 

Analysis—would help the average student. We pay to much 

attention to formulated facts and technical experiments rather 

than to the hypothesis and reasoning ability which the success- 

ful man, regardless of his profession, should have. 

And then to be able to think for other people, to follow their 

thought and views is a valuable acquisition. In shop manage- 

ment one must feel and think the emotions and thoughts of the 

men under him. To keep them contented and up to the highest 

pitch of efficiency he must foresee their needs—their difficulties 

and meet them before rather than after it is too late. 

In short, Engineering js a broad subject. The successful en- 

gineer is not a mere machine—an ultimate of efficiency. He is
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a seeing, thinking, reading, literate and broad man. He must 

balance efficiency, system, and technical tendencies with the 

Literature, Psychology, and Art. 
* * * 

We received the accompanying poem from Mr. P. W. Beasley, 

in Laidlaw, Oregon, and we take this opportunity to present it 
to our readers. Of course there are all sorts of poems about En- 

gineers, but we feel as Mr, Beasley did, that this one is unus- 
ually good. 

THE HOBO ENGINEER. 

I sometimes think I’ll quit this life 

And settle down and take a wife, by Jove! 
Sometimes I think that I would love 

To have some place I could call home, 

And settle down, no more to roam. 
But Hell! that very thing I tried, 

And found myself dissatisfied. 

I’ve often tried to settle down 

To office work and live in town, 

And act like civilized folk do— 

Take in the shows and dances, too. 

But I’d no more than get a start 

Than ‘‘Wunderlust’’ would sieze my heart; 

And in my night dreams I would sve 

The great ‘‘white silence’’ calling me; 

And at the chance I’d never fail 
To drop it all and hit the trail 

Back to the solitudes again, 

With transit, level, rod and chain, 

To lead the simple life once more, 

And do the same thing o’er and o’er 

Day after day, week after week. 

Sometimes we go to town to seek 

A little fun and, sometimes—well, 

Sometimes we raise a little Hell. 

‘We don’t mean to, but then you see, 

‘When we’ve been out two months or three 

In silent places, where the face of
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Of white men seem so out of place, 

Well—when we hit the ‘‘Great White Way’’ 

Our joyful spirits get full sway. 

We try to crowd into one night the 
The joys of many nights. ’Taint right? 

Well maybe not. ’Tis not for me 

To shape out final destiny. 

But when our last survey is done, 

And tied into the ‘‘Great Unknown’’, 

And to the Chief our records brought 

Of lonely work with danger fraught, 

Of hardships cheerfully endured, 

That best results might be secured. 

Against all this our little sprees 

Will seem as ponds compared to seas. 

And angels surely will decide 

There’s a balance on the credit side; 

And God, I think, will drop a tear 

And bless the ‘‘Hobo Engineer.” 

I. A. BICKLEHAUPT, 

We just had a long talk with the Worthy Editor and he con- 

vinced us that it was time to get our copy in for next month. Be 

that as it may—he won the argument. Watch our concentrated 

cloud of dust. 

The first thing at hand which needs attention is a deep throated 

plea on the part of the oppressed student for uniform and sym- 

metrical notes from the faculty. A great many of the upper- 

class courses have adopted the practice of giving out stereotyped 

copies of notes on the lectures. This is a very laudable project 

and its advantages need not be extolled in this article. However, 

these notes are copied upon paper which runs towards excep- 

tional lengths. The result is that the student, in placing these 

notes in an ordinary loose-leaf note book has to either spend a 

good bit of valuable time trimming the paper down to the proper 

length or else has to fold under the ends of the paper. Withall 

it results in an untidy notebook. This is not written in a critical 

vein as much as in a suggestive way.
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Desiring to please those of poetic nature we submit the follow- 

ing. It speaks for itself and can be quoted most admirably in 

any technical address or after-dinner talk. All rights reserved as 

to publication. 

The Engineer 

Is not the weir 

Who’s satisfied with learning 

Bout ancient kings, 

And other things, 

Or deep artistic yearning. 

Nor does his thought 

Amount to naught, 

But straight aesthetic culture— 

His mind’s not turned, 

To things more learned, 

Or barn-yard agriculture. 

His mistress cruel, 

The long slide-rule, 

He worships night and day; 

And when he’s done, 

Tle has his fun, 

And then he hits the hay. 

Morat: We may graduate and we may not. 

The other day a bunch of representative fellows happened to 

drift together and in talking over the affairs of the school, the 

matter came up as to whether the engineers carry their part in 

the activities incident to a University of this size. The result of 

the discussion is immaterial. The theme of the discussion is all- 

important. 

Do we or do we not assume the responsibilities in student gov- 

ernment, student discipline, and student society that we should? 

Are the Engineers too wrapped up in their profession to attend 

to the moral and social obligations of college life? Do our opin- 

ions and politic beliefs count for anything in the eyes of others? 

It seems so. 

Inquiry shows that all political moves, such as class elections, 

ete., seek recognition in the Engineering school. Also inquiry 

shows that the men set forth by the Engineering school to repre-
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sent then in politics and student government have been and are 

men of serious intent—men who enter the activity not for empty 

honor but to do things and to do these things in a fair-minded 

manner. The Engineers are well represented in dramatics, in 

press work, and in athletics. In short, compared with the other 

schools on a proportional basis of men enrolled, it leads. Let’s 

keep it up. 

Why not have another of those big faculty-student smokers. 

The last one was eminently successful, thanks to the efforts of a 

few. Let’s have another one this semester and make it a tradi- 
tional affair. 

We’re sorry that we can’t kick in with any of our famous 

class-room jokes this month—but Bill Miller and Admiral Dewey 

both plead overwork. Remember that these boys have not got a 

monopoly on the funny stuff. All contributions will be grate- 

fully received. 
* * * 

Desunt Non-nulla. I. A. B. 

eo oF 

DEPARTMENTAL NOTES. 

DEPARTMENT OF MINING AND METALLURGY. 

Since the death of the late Professor F. T. Havard last spring, 

a long and thorough canvass of the metallurgical field has been 

made to find a suitable suecessor. After consideration of a num- 

ber of men eminent in the profession, the choice finally narrowed 

to Richard 8. McCaffery, who comes to us this semester as Pro- 

fessor of Metallurgy. 

Professor McCaffery was born in New York, June 2, 1874. 

Afver three years of academic work in the College of the City 

of New York he went to the Columbia School of Mines, graduat- 

ing in 1896 with the degree Engineer of Mines. Then followed 

twelve years of active field work, embracing an unusually broad 

metallurgical experience. Beginning as assayer and chemist 

with the Establecimento Mineral at Casa Palea, Peru, his sub-
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sequent work as Superintendent of the Copper Corporation of 

Chili at Chanarel, Superintendent, and later, Manager of the 

Santa Fe Copper Company, New Mexico, then as Manager of 

the Salt Lake Copper Company and General Superintendent of 

the Tintic Smelting Company, Silver City, Utah, gave him wide 

practice in the design, erection and operation of plants produc- 

ing copper and associated metals. 

In ferrous metallurgy Mr. McCaffery was for a year personal 

assistant to Mr. Henry M. Howe, engaged in iron and steel re- 

search work, and alter became General Manager of the Glamor- 

gan Pipe and Foundry Company, operating plants at Lynchburg 

and Radford, Va., where he instituted important improvements 

in casting practice. 

In addition to his operating practice, he has done considerable 

consulting and examination work at mining and metallurgical 

properties in various parts of the United States and abroad. 

In educational work, Mr. McCaffery was for a year assistant 

in Metallurgy at Columbia University. In 1908 he was called ‘ 

to the University of Idaho as Professor of Mining and Metal- 

lurgy to re-organize and develop those courses, and in the past 

five years has accomplished this with notable success. From this 

work he comes to Wisconsin. 

Professor McCaffery is a man whose teaching ability, technical 

attainments and sincere, sympathetic personality will command 

the respect and affection of those associated with him, and the 

College of Engineering, and especially the Department of Min- 

ing and Metallurgy, are fortunate in being able to add his 

strength to their staff. 

WITH THE ALUMNI. 

The new Engineer Alumni Directory is completed at last, and 

will be ready for distribution about the first of April. The names, 

this time, are arranged alphabetically instead of under the .ari- 

ous courses as had been previously done. Every bit of informa- 

tion is strictly up-to-date and as reliable as the most untiring 

efforts of Professor Disque could make it. No less than three 

different sets of reply cards were sent out to the alumni who did 

not respond; and out of the list of about seventeen hundred
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names, there are not more than twenty which were not heard 

from and consequently not listed. This directory offers the 

alumni a splendid opportunity to get together even after college 

days are over. The Wisconsin Engineer will be pleased to hear 

from any of the alumni and then tell the others what those 

alumni are doing. 
% * * 

C. E. Head, ’13, is Assistant Manager of the Head-Simmons 

Publishing Company, Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

C. W. Hejda, ’04, has the position of Engineer and Chief In- 

spector of the Bureau of Fire Prevention and Public Safety at 

Chicago. 

J.G. Zimmerman, ’04, is a Research Engineer for the Thordar- 

son Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

F. Zeidlback, ’10, is now at Pendleton, Oregon. He is in 

charge of the construction of the plant for the Pendleton City 

Water Works. 

H. B. Wheeler, ’09, is with the National X-Ray & Reflector Co., 

Chicago. 

J. HI. Thickens, ’08, is director of the laboratories of the Beaver 

Board Company at Buffalo, N. Y. 

H. H. Stoelting, 12, is among the fortunate young engineers 

to get an interesting and important position. He is the engineer 

in charge for the Jos. Hanreddy Co., who are constructing the 

new intake tunnel for the Milwaukee Water Works. 

L. E. Spray, ’12, is a Signal Draftsman for the A. T. & S. F. 

Ry. at Topeka, Kansas. . 

G. A. Seareliffe, ’11, is with the Brazilian Iron & Steel Co., 

Ouro Preto, Brazil. 

J. D. Sargeant, ’07, is with the Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee, 

Wis. 

H. F. Lutze, ’08, is doing general engineering work at Los 

Animas, Colo. 

R. H. Kroening, ’12, is a member of the Eson-Kroening Con- 

struction Co., Milwaukee. 

C. Hinrichs, ’09, is the Chief Engineer of the Seattle Construc- 

tion and Dry Dock Co., Seattle, Wash. 

E. R. Hoffman, 712, is with the Washington State Highway 

Dept., Olympia, Wash.
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We carry a complete line of high-grade Machin- 
ists’ Supplies and all classes of Mechanical Tools. 

NO SPECIAL SALES 
We sell at retail any article in our store at Whole- 
sale Prices, 

Western Iron Stores Co. 
Phone Grand 1246 

135 Second Street = = = Milwaukee, Wis. 
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LET 

THE PHOTOART HOUSE 
be 

YOUR MECCA 

For Everything Photographic 
Always a complete stock of everything worth while 

THE PHOTOART HOUSE 
Wm. J. Meuer, ’10 President 

22StateStreet = = = = ee Telephone 22 
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The Candy Shop 
Bitter Sweets 

and 

ice Creams 
and 

Dainty Lunches 

426 State Street Phone 125 

You have just time enough before vacation 
to pick out your Easter suit. Do it now so as to 
be sure it will be ready in time. 

E. C. TETZLAFF CO. 
formerly Archibald’s 
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The College of Mechanics and 

Engineering 

of the 

University of Wisconsin 
offers four and five year courses in 

Mechanical, 

Electrical, 

Cwil, 

Chemical and 

Mining Engineering and 

Applied Electro-Chemical Eng’rg 

The regular University bulletin or spe- 

cial bulletins dealing with particular sub- 
jects may be obtained on application to 

W. D. Hiestand, Registrar 
Madison, Wisconsin. 
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Ball Bearing; Long Wearing 

The L. C. Smith & Bros. typewriter is built on the 

principle of service. It is more efficient than any other 

typewriter because it will run easier, longer and give bet- 

ter results. One of the many reasons for this is the fact 

that there are ball bearings at all points where motion is 

frequent---the typebar joints, the carriage runway and the 

capital letter shift. There are many other reasons. 

Send for free book. 

L. 6. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Go. 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Milwaukee Branch, 413 Milwaukee St. 

Madison Branch, 12 S. Carroll St. 
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Mayer Honorbilt Work Shoes are made for he hardest kind of use. They 
are stout and strong, made from thoroughly seasoned, extra durable leather, with 
heavy oak-tanned soles, solid counters, double leather toes, and double rows of 
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Past the Experimental Stage 
When a Portland Cement has been made in the same mill 
and from the same quarry for fifteen years; when it has 
been used in work of the greatest magnitude; when it has 
been specified and used by engineers and architects of 
world-wide reputation; when it has successfully stood every 
quality test, it should be sufficient evidence that such a 
Portland Cement can be depended upon. Such a brand is 
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We have several interesting books, copies se 
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German and American Expert Knowledge and Methods 
Combined Explain 

The Superiority of Owl Cement 

German-American Portland Cement Works 
E. L. Cox, General Sales Agent 

Works La Salle, Ill. 930 Marquette Bldg., Chicago 
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Flushing Sewers 
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Cleaning and Pressing | Sewage Disposal Controls 

Cardinal Dye Works | Pacific Flush Tank Co. 
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ORGANS SPECIAL 
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4 ‘li | carom and Pocket Billiards | COMMUTATION TICKETS 
| Good for Laundry or Dry Cleaning 

Brunswick Balke Collender Tables | _ 

Everything first class i WE AIM TO GIVE HIGHEST GRADE WORK. 

Phone 1272 Student Headquarters I — 

At) 3F Laundry Co. 
534 State Street ap 

2 Phone 4000 

Wisconsin Barber Shop 
Stop in on your way up town or to school and get acquainted. 

We will surely try and please you. 

Otto F. Boucher, 716 University Ave. 
SAMSON SPOT CORD : 
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The spots on the cord are our registered trade mark 
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Freshmen! 
Ask one of the older students where the best restaurant in town is 

they will all tell you 
e 3 Charlie’s 

We lead, the others follow, the fastest service, and the best food. 

Open till 7 P. M. 425 State 
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of concrete construction depends not only upon the quality 

of material, but the knowledge of those directing its per- 

formance. The following books dealing with many phases 

of the subject, will be sent you free upon request. Not only 

that, but we will be glad to answer any specific inquiries in 

regard to practical problems of concrete construction. 

Concrete Construction for the Home and Farm | 
160 pages. | 

Reinforced Concrete in Factory Construction i 
246 pages. | 

Concrete in Railroad Construction, 228 pages. | 

Concrete in Highway Construction, 136 pages. 

The Atlas Portland Cement Co. 
Dept. C. 30 Broad St., New York 

Philadelphia Chicago Minneapolis 

“The standard by which all other makes are measured.”’ 
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